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The trendsetting companies in Silicon Valley (and beyond) are rapidly hiring diversity and 
inclusion managers, establishing inclusion strategies and attending massive conferences on 
diversity. Why? Because recent research shows that the most important positive Key Performance 
Indicator to a company’s growth is diversity in leadership. Diversity is big business. 
 

● Gender diversity among executives and board members 
leads to 300% more revenue and 50% higher profit than 
the average company with average diversity (UC Davis). 

● Employees who work for a female manager are six 
percentage points more engaged, on average, than those who 
work for a male manager -- 33% to 27%, respectively. 
Female employees who work for a female manager are the 
most engaged, at 35%. Male employees who report to a 
male manager are the least engaged, at 25% -- a difference 
of 10 points. (Gallup) 

 
But these programs are coming up against a consistent problem: unaware men. The most 
significant obstacle is an entrenched male culture, a barrier that even men acknowledged must 
change, according to a study by the staffing firm ManpowerGroup.  
 
So every diversity and inclusion program in the top firms in the country are actively searching for 
an answer to the question: “how do we engage the male bystanders in our company?” 
 
“I fundamentally believe in the goodness of men, but what we have is a group of people who 
simply aren’t aware of how their actions affect others. We focus on teaching the tools to get men 
involved,” said Dale Thomas Vaughn at the Women In Tech International summit in Silicon 
Valley recently. Vaughn is the co-founder of the Gender Leadership Group, a company that 
consults Fortune 500 companies about how to engage men in diversity programs.  
 
They teach men how to spot unconscious bias, how to listen with empathy, and how to address 
systemic issues that hold teams back. It’s already working. Previous clients have seen measurable 
increases to gender representation (20-25% increase in 6 months), language adoption (measure of 
awareness), and systemic solutions (ex. paternal leave, blended/flex work, 50/50 recruitment 
pools, formalized mentorship programs, cross-functional learning, etc.). 
 
His company hosts the second Better Man Conference in San Francisco this September, which is 
sponsored and previously attended by heavyweights like Price Waterhouse Cooper, Apple, 
Google, Amazon, Cisco, Microsoft, and yes… even Uber attended last year. The conference 
brings men into the conversation around inclusionary leadership and gender equality without 
shame and blame. 

 



 

 
About Gender Leadership Group 
 
Founded by conscious men from three 
generations, GLG builds programming and 
culture transformation systems to help 
establish gender partnership as the new social 
norm. The founders model healthy 
masculinity as a core to engaging men in 
inclusionary leadership. Ray Arata, Ed 
Gurowitz PhD, and Dale Thomas Vaughn 
teamed up with Michael Kimmel following the 
International Conference on Masculinities in 
March 2015, and have since collaborated to 
convene the Better Man Conference. They 
have worked with multi-billion dollar multinational companies to reach measurable 
increases in representation and systemic solutions that benefit all employees. 
 
For more information, contact Dale@GenderLeadershipGroup.com 
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